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Agenda

• Developing new AI approaches at the country's largest integrated health 

care system - Dr. Gil Alterovitz

• VA’s National Artificial Intelligence Institute’s 2020-2021 AI Tech Sprint: 

Provider Directory Interoperability Use Case - Bob, Calco, Apex Data 

Solutions

• Supporting Emerging Technologies in VA - Dr. Joseph L. Ronzio
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Learning Objectives

• Demonstrate an understanding of interoperability and blockchain 

architectures when developing use case driven pilots to solve real-world 

problems
• Explore recent technical sprints and discover lessons learned from the 

extensive work at the VA developing use cases

• Discuss the ongoing federal efforts that intersect with those facilitated by 

public-private partners

• Describe potential implications of extending these efforts to other core 

interoperability challenges (e.g. Prior Authorization/Consent, sharing clinical 

data across organizational boundaries)
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New AI 

approaches for 

the country's 

largest 

integrated health
care system Director, VA NAII

Gil Alterovitz



Bringing AI to the 
U.S. Department of 
Veteran’s Affairs
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National AI Policies
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The Mission
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U.S. Department of Veteran’s Affairs

VA National Artificial Intelligence Institute

National AI Initiative Act of 2020

Based in Policy
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VA National 
Artificial 

Intelligence 
Institute

Processes

Policy

Pilots

Partnerships



U.S. Department of 
Veterans Affairs (VA)
Request for Information 
(RFI)
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Blockchain, Immersive Technologies, Edge Computing
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VA’s RFI 
supports the 
requirement for 
the following 
tasks:

Emerging Technology to Transform Clinical 
Care Delivery and Service1

Simulation for Clinical and Systems Optimization

3

Advanced Clinical Decision Support and Data-Driven 
Decision Making in Healthcare2

4

5
Next Generation Clinical Education, Training and 
Simulation Immersive Training

Clinical Simulation and Training to Enhance Adoption 
of Emerging Technology in Clinical Care Delivery 

6

Clinical Simulation Training

7 Clinical Care Delivery and Service Transformation 
through Design Thinking 
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Use Cases: AI 
Blockchain
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Provider Directory

Digital Health Passport

Taxpayers’ Data in a Federal 
Blockchain Network

The VA, like many entities, has begun to 
evaluate the use of blockchain technology
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VA is also conducting a small pilot evaluating AI and 
Virtual Reality technology utilizing a DL-based 
blockchain in the areas of:

12

Secure Data Sharing

Asset Management
(device registration and management)

Identity Access Management
(internal and external users)3

Auditability of Data Sharing and Credentialing4

1

2



NAII AI Tech 
Sprint
2020-2021
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12

400%

60

12-Week Sprint

60 Teams

400% Increase in Participation

“Veterans Not Currently Served by the VA”
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• The incentive framework – create short and long run 
incentives to engage with the private sector in ways 
that simultaneously advance their goals

• The track partner – understand the type of partner 
and the incentives that are likely to be more 
effective at encouraging their participation and 
performance

• Consensus-based data use agreements (DUAs) –
design data sharing agreements that facilitate the 
flow of information without jeopardizing security

• A cooperative ecosystem – allow for iterative and 
agile flows of communication between the federal 
agency and private sector counterpart

• Iterative data release – designate several waves of 
output that satisfy short run goals and provide 
enough content for meaningful feedback

Five Pillars of a Tech 
Sprint
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Rapid prototyping and the provision of 
feedback are essential for product innovation

• The different tiers of usefulness associated 
with tech sprint contributions are from the 
perspectives of a data steward and an 
AI/ML researcher. 

• Bronze tier: machine readable data is a 
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for 
usefulness. If the data is not accessible or 
readable, the NAII cannot use the data for 
subsequent work. 

• Diamond tier: in contrast, contains AI-able 
data that can be mined and tested.

Evaluating Usefulness
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Three Phases of the AI Tech Sprint
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Research

Participants finalize their group 

development, complete the 

dataset access requirements, 

interact with the organization’s 

subject matter experts (SMEs), 

engage in weekly meetings 

with other participants, and 

solicit feedback from 

stakeholders.

Prototype Development
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Evaluation

What organizations can 
help share or scale the 
tool?

What are the potential data sources 
that could feed into product 
improvement as time progresses?

Are there other teams in 
the AI Tech Sprint that 
could benefit?

Who is the product designed for?

Who might be responsible for 
maintaining it if there is interest 

in adoption?
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VA NAII’s 2020-
2021 AI Tech 
Sprint

Chief Architect & Lead Developer

Apex Data Solutions, LLC

Bob Calco
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Provider Directory 
Interoperability 
Proof of Concept
Placing as a Top 10 finalist, and 1st in the 

Administrative/Interoperability Category, 

Apex demonstrated an architecturally 

based interoperability solution.

To view the full demonstration, 

Visit www.apexdatasolutions.com

VA NAII 2020-2021 AI Tech Sprint
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Sprint Scope:  Exchanging Provider Data & 
Maintaining a “Single Source of Truth”

20

Apex was a Top 10 finalist in the Department 

of Veterans’ Affairs 2021 NAII AI Tech Sprint, 

placing 1st in the Administrative category.  The 

Apex team focused on a Provider Directory-

related Use Case for the Tech Sprint.  The key 

concept related to this Use Case highlighted 

in the 12-week sprint period involved basic 

exchange of provider data across logical 

organization boundaries and the 

maintenance of the “single source of truth” 

that is locally scoped to one or more 

organization participants (business lines) in the 

interoperability platform. 

That is, we demonstrated that propagation of 

truth can be done in an orderly way that 

ensures everyone is on the same data page 

at any point in time. Yes, this means we use 

blockchain, but not in the sense of a 

cryptocurrency “distributed ledger,” and AI 

techniques can be “hooked in” for intelligent 

identity resolution and automated state-

change propagation, discrepancy detection 

and semi-automated resolution, applying 

enterprise business rules across database 

instances, etc.
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What The Sprint Entailed
1. Created a mock Payer environment simulating a Master Database and the databases of two 

separate lines of business (namely, TriCare and VA Choice). These operated on different 

database stacks, as in the real world.

2. Populated with an initially small amount of data (~100 providers). These are real providers 

borrowed from a well-known Payer’s public-facing provider directory but used fictitiously here 

to illustrate the problem(s).

3. Emulated “batch updates” to illustrate the current (woefully inadequate) process typically 

followed by modern payers to align their line of business databases with their master database.   

4. Translated the domain to an interoperable format using RDF (HL7 FHIR is a good foundation for 

this domain).

5. Created Linked Data Adapters on a microservices platform. These conform to a protocol for 

change propagation defined in our interoperability solution, Apex Unify!.

6. Goal was to see changes from the providers are added to Master and propagate in near real-

time to the lines of business databases that “know about” them.  Multiple points where AI adds 

value.

7. Blockchain is used to build a “single source of truth” with “time-travel.”

8. Result:  Data alignment without batch scripts providing full compliance auditability.

21
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Why Provider Directories?
● Provider data drives the most fundamental processes in the healthcare system. The industry relies on it to

connect patients with healthcare professionals, license providers, exchange information and pay for

services. Inaccurate provider data puts patient care and billions of dollars at risk.1

● Provider data accuracy directly impacts healthcare business processes and patient care in the following

ways:

○ Critical business processes rely on accurate provider data. Health plans and providers produce and use
it to process payments, detect fraud and abuse, validate credentials, exchange clinical information,
manage and coordinate care and develop insurance products.

○ Regulators rely on it to oversee networks and health plan products, ensure compliance and license
providers.

○ Consumers rely on it to select health plan products and seek care.2

● Over the past decade rising healthcare costs and federal and state policy have intensified the need for

high-quality provider data.

○ A 2018 survey conducted by the American Medical Association (AMA) found that 52% of responding

physicians said their patients encounter coverage issues due to inaccurate information in payer

directories.3
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Administrative Burden on Providers
● In September 2019, CAQH surveyed 1,240 physician practices to assess the

administrative costs they incur responding to requests from health plans to update

and verify directory information. To gauge the volume and frequency of these

requests, the survey also examined the number of plan contracts each practice

manages: On average, a physician practice has 20.2 health plan contracts.4

● Each health plan requires approximately 140 different provider data elements for

contract management. A practice with five providers and the average number of

managed care contracts must manage 8,400 data points.

● Further, each health plan may require their contracted providers to report different

data sets in different formats at different time intervals.

● According to a 2018 AMA survey, providers reported submitting directory

information to Payers in various ways, including by fax (38%); credentialing software

(13%); email (13%); provider management and enrollment software (5%); and

phone, mail and other methods (14%).5
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Costs of Inaccurate Provider Directory Data 

● Patients incur higher out-of-pocket costs when in-network provider information is inaccurate.

● Patients access to timely care is impacted when corresponding Provider Directory information 

is inaccurate.

● Provider practices spend at least one full staff day per week on directory maintenance, at a 

cost of $998.84 per month. The average fully loaded cost (salary, benefits, overhead) for staff 

performing directory maintenance work is $63,004. Extrapolated nationwide, this costs 

physician practices $2.76 billion annually.6

● Additionally, inaccurate Provider Data results in claims processing delays and payments to 

network providers.

● Payers incur high administrative costs associated with their efforts to collect provider data and 

maintain accurate online provider directories, which are passed on to consumers of their 

health insurance plans and to network providers in the form of tighter reimbursement rates for 

covered care.  

24
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No Surprises Act

By 2022, the No Surprises Act requires that both Payers and Providers take steps 
to enhance Provider Directory accuracy rates.7

● Payers 
○ Verify and update directories at least every 90 days
○ Update provider information within 2 business days of receipt from a provider.

● Providers
○ Have a practice in place to ensure timely provision of directory information to 

Payers.
○ At a minimum, submit updates to Payers

■ At beginning of plan contract
■ At termination of plan contract
■ When information materially changes

● Both Payers’ and Providers’ efforts should be sufficiently capable of supporting any 
outside audits.

25
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Provider Directory Requirements

26

Tricare and VA Choice contract accuracy 

requirements:

● Provider name

● Provider specialty

● Provider sub-specialty

● Gender

● Work address

● Work telephone number

Verification Frequency:

● TriCare/VA Choice contracts - 24-hour 

refresh with updated provider information

● CMS - quarterly

● States - varies by State (monthly, quarterly 

and annually8)
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Provider Directory 
Walkthrough

The Payer Environment and 

Update Process

VA NAII 2020-2021 AI Tech Sprint
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1. Containerized environment 

emulating a prototypical Payer

a. Master database in PostgreSQL

b. Tricare database in MySQL

c. VA Choice database in MongoDB

2. Emulated Batch Update process

a. First update master, see non 

alignment of Tricare & Choice using 

select providers

b. Batch Update Tricare, see non 

alignment of VA Choice

c. Batch Update VA Choice, see all 

are aligned

What We Demonstrated 
– Current State of 
Updating Data
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•

•

•

What We Demonstrated 
- Interoperability as an 
Architectural Layer
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Key Points

● Approach to “interop” here is architecture-driven, not API-driven.

● Blockchain used to construct single, authoritative source of truth suitable for 

internal SOR alignment. External alignment occurs via a distributed transactor. 

● AI has several “entry points” in the architectural approach where it can add 

value:

○ Transactor, for intelligent identity resolution and linking

○ Domain cache, for intelligent state reconstruction over time and real-time 

discrepancy detection

○ Synchronizer, for intelligent propagation and semi-automated discrepancy 

resolution.

○ Long-term storage (“black box flight recorder”), for virtually limitless ML and BI 

applications

○ Adapters, use of inference via OWL and logic programming

○ And many more!
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What is Interoperability?

31

HIMSS Definition of Interoperability9:

The ability of different information systems, devices and 
applications (systems) to access, exchange, integrate and 
cooperatively use data in a coordinated manner, within 
and across organizational, regional and national 
boundaries, to provide timely and seamless portability of 
information and optimize the health of individuals and 
populations globally.

Health data exchange architectures, application 
interfaces and standards enable data to be accessed and 
shared appropriately and securely across the complete 
spectrum of care, within all applicable settings and with 
relevant stakeholders, including the individual.

Four Levels of Interoperability:

Foundational (Level 1): Establishes the inter-connectivity 
requirements needed for one system or application to 
securely communicate data to and receive data from 
another
Structural (Level 2): Defines the format, syntax and 
organization of data exchange including at the data field 
level for interpretation
Semantic (Level 3): Provides for common underlying 
models and codification of the data including the use of 
data elements with standardized definitions from publicly 
available value sets and coding vocabularies, providing 
shared understanding and meaning to the user
Organizational (Level 4): Includes governance, policy, 
social, legal and organizational considerations to facilitate 
the secure, seamless and timely communication and use of 
data both within and between organizations, entities and 
individuals. These components enable shared consent, trust 
and integrated end-user processes and workflows
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The “3 Phases of Interop Preparedness”

Technologies we’re working on leverage blockchain as a solution component 

address real-world industry problems related to interoperability “readiness”:

1. Transforming internal data silos like digital Office artifacts (e.g., spreadsheets 

and desktop databases) into proper reactive “event source” micro-services;

2. Legacy application modernization through Linked Data Adapters for 

business-critical systems of record (SORs);

3. Infrastructure support for Interop Services as a first-class architectural layer.

These phases are sequential and additive.
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Toward a Generalized Data Interoperability 
Capability
This same approach can be applied to other interoperability problem areas such as:

● Prior Authorization & Consent

● Sharing of Clinical Data Across Organizational Boundaries 

The key idea common to all these use cases is to detect change and propagate the state of 

shared identities across boundaries unobtrusively to managed SORs in soft real-time, 

eliminating costly, error prone, one-off batch processes, which typically are stale as soon as 

they are applied. 

AI support for reasoning about that state is essential.
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Possible Future 
State
True Interoperability with Blockchain
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Endnotes
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3 ”What Physicians are Saying About Directories” Powerpoint summary, American Medical Association, 2018.

4 “The Hidden Costs of Inaccurate Provider Directories,” CAQH, p.2, 2019.

5 ”What Physicians are Saying About Directories” Powerpoint summary, American Medical Association, 2018.

6 “The Hidden Costs of Inaccurate Provider Directories,” CAQH, p.2, 2019.

7 ”AMA High-Level Summary of the No Surprises Act, American Medical Association”, 2020

8 ”Requirements and Regulations.” BRG Network Adequacy, www.brgnetworkadequacy.com/requirements-and-

regulations

9 “Interoperability in Healthcare,” Himss.org/resources/interoperability-healthcare.
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Questions
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Please contact:

Project/Technical:  Maryann Carlton, Project Manager at maryann.carlton@apexdatasolutions.com

General Business:  Greg Matton, CEO at greg@apexdatasolutions.com

mailto:maryann.carlton@apexdatasolutions.com
mailto:greg@apexdatasolutions.com
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Supporting 
Emerging 
Technologies in 
VA

Deputy Chief Health Technology Officer

Veterans Health Administration

Joseph L. Ronzio
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• Large Proprietary Systems

• Billing Focused technology 
improvements

• Captures limited data on a fraction 

of an individual's life

• Majority of information not easily 

computable (medical note)

• Medical staff use

Historical Medical Technology Investments
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Future Medical Technology Investments

• In-House and Cloud systems

• Focus on productivity/ease of use for medical staff

• Captures vast amounts of varied data

• Computable information

• Data prompts required/recommended actions

• Customer access and use

39
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• Telehealth Technologies

• Consumer Sensors

• Health, Care and Research API’s

• 3D Printing

• Virtual / Augmented Reality

• Medical Devices

• Robotics

• Many, many more!

Emerging Technologies
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Collaborating with Veterans Health 
Administration
• VHA Innovation Sandbox

• Research

• Collaborate Research and Development (CRADA)

• Know the rules – Laws, Ethics, Policies

• Keep the agencies customers in mind not just the agency users

• Contracts

41
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Information Security

• Not a bolt on and must be fundamental to any technology used

• FISMA, FIPS, FEDRAMP – Know the NIST publications

• HIPAA is not the scale to evaluate GOV system security

• Future Threats are today’s worries, hopefully not tomorrow’s problems

• Be involved in NIST publication reviews to make them better

Information Security is required to save lives!
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Accessibility

• American Disability Act

• Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act

• White House – Executive Order on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility 

in the Federal Workforce (June 25, 2021)
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Questions
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Before we go, does anyone have any questions?
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Thank you!

National Artificial Intelligence Institute 

Dr. Gil Alterovitz, Gil.Alterovitz@va.gov

Architecture-based Interoperability

Mr. Bob Calco, bob.calco@apexdatasolutions.com

Emerging Technologies at the VA  

Dr. Joseph Ronzio, Joseph.Ronzio@va.gov
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